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Taliban and Afghan government have been in state of war for over decade that have earned devastating casualties and serious damage to the socio-economic fabric of the country – the central upshot of which is to work out a peaceful solution to end conflict as per the peaceful solution process initiated by then US President Donald Trump last year and his envoy Zalmay Khalilzad's mediation. Afghanistan has always expected US or Pakistan to help Afghan government to reach a peace deal with Taliban to serve the call. In the bid narrowing down the gap between the warring factions, serious attempts have been made ever since the beginning of the year. Formerly, the spokesman of Ministry of Foreign Affairs disclosed a host between Afghan government and Taliban negotiating to serve at a common strategy to end the conflict. It added the government is ready to sit across negotiating table with the Taliban without preconditions only for the sake of the country. It is worth noting that government has endorsed new plan of NATO troops from Afghanistan that has been properly utilized, the condition would be much better today.

Keeping in view the current economic standing of Afghanistan, one can easily infer that Afghanistan in order to stand on its feet would need a long term financial and technical support provided its government takes in time measures to remove constraints for economic development.

Currently, the Afghan economy is highly dependent on foreign financial aids. Hence, on the other hand, the international community, will ever continue in money into Afghanistan in the way it is doing today. It might set strict conditions for providing financial assistance to Afghanistan. Apart from this, the economic sanctions of Nato troops from Afghanistan, there are concerns not only over the post-2015 security condition of Afghanistan but also it is found that that the United States and the countries of the Western world, it is found that it is highly dependent on non-military role of the Western countries, fund development and recovery to Afghan national and international allies will be useful.

At times when the economic stability of Afghanistan highly dependent on aid from the international community, it is covered that one sector that can change the fate of Afghanistan's economy is the untapped mineral deposits of Afghanistan. This is the only sector that can change the fate of Afghanistan's economy. This sector has been neglected for a long time due to lack of financial aid from the international community, it is covered that one sector that can change the fate of Afghanistan's economy is the untapped mineral depositssv. The Afghanistan mineral resources are deemed to change this country's status from "very poor" to "rich." This is because: some minerals of Afghanistan have been evaluated as three of the world's largest five deposits of copper, gold, and iron. Economy and general security and progress of the country depends on the complete utilization of Afghan natural resources.

We can say that the Afghan government is able to change the current economic situation through the extraction of the mineral resources of Afghanistan. At the same time, the government wants to extract these resources to satisfy the requirements of the country and the deforestation of the country. The government wants to use the resources to alleviate the poverty of the people.